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The year is 1820. Rider Sandman, a hero of Waterloo, returns to London to wed his fiancée.
But instead of settling down to fame and glory, he finds himself penniless in a country where
high unemployment and social unrest rage, and where men—innocent or guilty—are hanged for
the merest of crimes. When he's offered a job as private investigator to re-open the case of a
painter due to be hanged for a murder he didn't commit, Sandman readily accepts—as much for
the money as for a chance to see justice done in a country gone to ruins. Soon, however, he's
mired in a grisly murder plot that keeps thickening. Sandman makes his way through
gentlemen's clubs and shady taverns, aristocratic mansions, and fashionable painters' studios
determined to rescue the innocent young man from the rope. But someone doesn't want the
truth revealed.
Captain Sharpe has to protect a philandering diplomat and, deserted by his ally, faces the
enemy.
From the No. 1 bestselling author of WAR LORD comes an epic retelling of the Arthurian
legend, from the bestselling Last Kingdom series Uniting the restive British kingdoms behind
him, Arthur believes he can now hold back the Saxons threatening the country. Meanwhile,
Merlin sets out on a quest to uncover the sacred Treasures of Britain, hoping they will prove
decisive in the coming battle. But in a country where the cult of the Christians is spreading,
Merlin's quest is divisive. And the ambitions of the rival warlord Lancelot threaten the delicate
peace. Could even those closest to Arthur be moved to betray him? From the epic bestselling
author, Enemy of God brilliantly retells the Arthurian legend, combining myth, history and
thrilling battlefield action. ______ 'Wonderful and haunting' People Magazine 'Of all the books I
have written these are my favourites' Bernard Cornwell
It is the spring of 1809 and a small British army is stranded when the French invade northern
Protugal. Sharpe is cut off and tries to fight his way back to the British lines but instead is led
into treacherous danger. When the future Duke of Wellington arrives to take command, he
immediately mounts his own counter-attack. Sharpe becomes the hunter instead of the hunted.
Amidst the wreckage of a defeated army, in the storm lashed hills of the Portugues frontier,
Sharpe takes a terrible revenge.
Reproduction of the original: Historical Record of the Twelfth, of the Prince of Wales ?s Royal
Regiment of Lancers by Richard Cannon
The year is 1812, and Richard Sharpe has one mission: to thwart Napoleon's dream of empire.
Sharpe and the fighting men of the Light Company must gain control of two fortress cities in
Spain if Wellington's army is to stem the Napoleonic tide.
Reproduction of the original: Historical Record of the First Regiment of Foot - The Origins of
the Regiment by Richard Cannon

Richard Sharpe and his men, quartered in a crumbling Portuguese fort, are
attacked by an elite French unit, led by an old enemy of Sharpe's, and suffer
heavy losses.The army's high command blame Sharpe for the disaster and his
military career seems to be ruined. His only hope is to redeem himself on the
battlefield. So with his honour at stake, against an overwhelming number of
French troops, Sharpe leads his men to battle in the narrow streets of Fuentes de
Oñoro.
Syvbindsværk om den peninsulære krig, Napoleon's krig mod Spanien i årene
1807 til 1814. Spanien fik hjælp af den engelske og portugisiske hær, under
ledelse af Wellington. Napoleon selv ledede kun få af felttogene i Spanien, flere
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af hans marskaller og generaler havde, udover hans bror Joseph Bonaparte,
kommandoen, bl.a. Verdier, Bessieres, Dupont, Delaborde, Junot, Lannes,
Debelle, Lefebvre-Desnouettes, Soult, Victor, Massena, Sebastiani, Reynier,
Latour-Maubourg, Girard, Suchet, Barrie; Phillipon, Foy, Jourdan, Rey, og
Toupin. Værket er grundigt og udførligt, og beskriver hele den lange og
udmattende krig, det spanske kongedømme, den historiske baggrund, krigens
udvikling og de mange problemer for den franske hær med spaniernes
guerillakrigsførelse, Wellington's taktik, og den engelske hær med sine blandede
allierede hjælpetropper m.m. m.m. Mange oversigter over troppernes
bevægelser, kort, portrætter m.m.
Capt. Richard Sharpe, upstart rifleman, performs a sensitive mission for Henry
Wellesley, the Duke of Wellington's younger brother and special envoy to Spain,
in the latest installment in this "New York Times" bestselling series.
BATTLE PLANS AND SMALLER MAPS 1. Barrosa, March 5, 1811. Inset-small
map for campaign of Barrosa, February-March 1811. 2. Sabugal, April 3, 1811. 3.
Fuentes de Onoro: first and second days, May 3-4 1811. 4. Fuentes de Onoro:
third day, May 5, 1811. 5. Albuera. May 16 1811: first position. 6. Albuera, May
16, 1811: the final attack. 7. The Campaign on the Agueda, August-September
1811. 8. Arroyo Molinos, October 18, 1811. 9. Tarifa, December 22,
1811-January 4, 1812. 10. Ciudad Rodrigo, January 9-19, 1812. Inset-Plan and
Section of the Great Breach. 1. Badajoz, March 17-April 6, 1812. Inset-Four
sections of the Fortifications; enlarged Plan of the East Front. 12.The Forts of
Salamanca June 17-27, 1812. 13. Operations round Salamanca, July 1812. 14.
Salamanca, July 22, 1812: the beginning of Marmont s manoeuvre. 15.
Salamanca, July 22, 1812: Wellington s attack. 16. Burgos, September
19-October 21, 1812. 17. Operations round Salamanca, November 1812. 18. The
Lake Frontier of Canada and the United States. Inset-the Frontier on the Niagara
River. LARGER MAPS 19 General Map of Spain and Portugal, 1807-1814. 20.
Massena s Retreat, January-April 1811 HISTORY OF THE ARMY 21. The
Portuguese Frontier, for operations of Wellington and Beresford, April-August
1811. Inset-Plan: Cavalry affair at Campo Mayor, March 25. Map: Position on the
Caia, June-July 1811. 22. Spain: Operations, January-November 1812 (Northern
Sphere). 23. Spain: Operations, January-November 1812 (Southern Sphere).
Inset-Plan and Sections for the attack on the French posts covering the bridge at
Almaraz, May 1812.
One of the leading voices on national-security issues in the US Congress
demonstrates how words have been sharp and powerful weapons of victory in
this compilation of great military speeches that helped turn the tide of history.
Congressman Israel has included speeches that have motivated and mobilized,
challenged and comforted. Some were blurted in the heat of combat, others
carefully written in places far removed from the brutality of the battlefield, but all
will inspire readers with the courage that moved people forward against all odds.
This dramatic sweep of military history in the words of history's military leaders
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serves to reinforce the concept that the pen is mightier than the sword.
Congressman Steve Israel represents New York's second district and is a
member of the House Appropriations Committee and former member of the
Armed Services Committee.
The Peninsular War and the Napoleonic Wars across Europe are subjects of
such enduring interest that they have prompted extensive research and writing.
Yet other campaigns, in what was a global war, have been largely ignored. Such
is the case for the war in India which persisted for much of the French
Revolutionary and Napoleonic periods and peaked in the years 1798-1805 with
the campaigns of Arthur Wellesley – later the Duke of Wellington – and General
Lake in the Deccan and Hindustan. That is why this new study by Martin Howard
is so timely and important. While it fully acknowledges Wellington’s vital role, it
also addresses the nature of the warring armies, the significance of the
campaigns of Lake in North India, and leaves the reader with an understanding of
the human experience of war in the region. For this was a brutal conflict in which
British armies clashed with the formidable forces of the Sultan of Mysore and the
Maratha princes. There were dramatic pitched battles at Assaye, Argaum, Delhi
and Laswari, and epic sieges at Seringapatam, Gawilghur and Bhurtpore. The
British success was not universal.
The greatest threat to Wellington's Salamanca Campaign is not Napoleon's Army
but France's deadliest assassin. He's already failed to kill Captain Richard
Sharpe once. Now, he's getting a second chance.
In order to finance the Duke of Wellington's next campaign against Napoleon and his forces,
Richard Sharpe undertakes to steal a fortune in gold and must outwit both Spanish guerrillas
and the French in the treacherous terrain of the Portuguese hills. Reprint.
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the first book in the Grail
Series—the spellbinding tale of a young man, a fearless archer, who sets out wanting to avenge
his family's honor and winds up on a quest for the Holy Grail. A brutal raid on the quiet coastal
English village of Hookton in 1342 leaves but one survivor: a young archer named Thomas. On
this terrible dawn, his purpose becomes clear—to recover a stolen sacred relic and pursue to
the ends of the earth the murderous black-clad knight bearing a blue-and-yellow standard, a
journey that leads him to the courageous rescue of a beautiful French woman, and sets him on
his ultimate quest: the search for the Holy Grail.
The Battle of Barrosa, 1811Forgotten Battle of the Peninsular WarCasemate Publishers
Wellington's achievements in the Peninsular War cannot be overestimated. At the outset in
1808 Napoleon and his Marshals appeared unstoppable. By the close Wellington and his Army
had convincingly defeated the French and taken the war across the Pyrenees into France
itself. He and his Generals had waged a hugely successful campaign both by conventional
means and guerrilla warfare.This book contains the pithy biographies of some forty senior
officers who served Wellington, in the majority of cases, so ably during this six year war. Many
had experience of battle prior to the Peninsular and went on to greater heights thereafter.
There is a section summarizing the major engagements that this 'band of brothers' took part in.
The book is arranged in alphabetical order and each thoroughly researched entry places its
subject's life in his historical and political context. The result is a highly entertaining, informative
and authoritative book.
Masséna's Retreat, Fuentes de Oñoro, Albuera, Tarragona Volume IV covers the period during
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which Portugal was finally secured from the danger of French conquest. French successes in
Spain continued, but the army under Masséna was forced finally to retreat from Portugal. The
Allied offensive began to gather momentum, although their attempt to recapture Badajoz was
unsuccessful. Beresford's campaign on the southern frontier of Portugal included one of the
hardest-fought actions of the era, the Battle of Albuera, and Graham's victory at Barrosa aided
the long-running defence of Cadiz against the French siege. Wellington saw victory at Fuentes
de Oñoro, and smaller scale successes for the British Army also occurred at El Bodon,
Sabugal and Arroyo dos Molinos.
This study details the preparation, planning and execution of the invasion of Portugal in 1810
by the French Armée de Portugal under Marshal Massena, and the defensive measures taken
by the British and their Portuguese and Spanish allies. It also covers the practice of all armies
involved during this campaign, working from original sources. These sources provide a
different interpretation of some key aspects of the campaign to those which are generally
accepted. The work focusses on the strategic, operational, and tactical planning undertaken by
both sides in preparation for the invasion, and the actual progress of the campaign. A narrative
of the battles and sieges, with analysis at the tactical-level, also brings out the differences in
planning and intelligence gathering. This particular campaign is important as it has attracted
little attention from historians, and was crucial as a turning point in the Peninsular War. This
was the last time that Portugal was invaded by the French during the Peninsular War, and the
allies' handling of the campaign contrasted sharply with that of the French. Its success also
gave Wellington political security against the 'croakers' back in England. The research
demonstrates the difficulties both armies had in prosecuting their plans during the campaign,
and highlights the stark differences in the approach taken by each commander.
SHARPE IS BACK. This September, global bestseller Bernard Cornwell returns with his iconic
hero, Richard Sharpe.
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the first exciting adventure in the
world-renowned Sharpe series, chronicling the rise of Richard Sharpe, a Private in His
Majesty’s Army at the siege of Seringapatam. “The greatest writer of historical adventures
today.” —Washington Post Richard Sharpe. Soldier, hero, rogue—the man you always want on
your side. Born in poverty, he joined the army to escape jail and climbed the ranks by sheer
brutal courage. He knows no other family than the regiment of the 95th Rifles, whose green
jacket he proudly wears.
For more than twenty years, Richard Sharpe, the brave and dashing officer who rose from rags
on the street to a commission in his majesty's army, has been thrilling audiences on both the
page and on screen. Now the incomparable Bernard Cornwell ("the greatest writer of historical
novels today"*) returns with a thrilling new installment—the first new Sharpe novel in more than
two years. The year is 1811. With the British army penned into a small part of Portugal, and all
of Spain fallen to the invader except for the coastal city of Cádiz, the French appear to have
won their war. Captain Richard Sharpe has no business being in Cádiz, but when an attack on
a French-held bridge goes disastrously wrong, Sharpe—accompanied by Harper, his loyal Irish
sergeant, and the obnoxious Brigadier Moon—finds himself in a city under French siege. It is
also a town riven by political rivalry. Some Spaniards believe their country's future would be
best served if they broke their alliance with Britain and forged a friendship with Napoléon's
France; their cause is only strengthened when some letters written to a prostitute by the British
ambassador fall into their possession. They resort to blackmail, and Sharpe, raised in the
gutters of London and taught to fight, is released into the alleys of Cádiz to find the woman and
retrieve the letters. Yet defeating the blackmailers will not save the city. That is up to the
charismatic Scotsman, Sir Thomas Graham, who takes a small British force o attack the
French siege lines. The attack goes horribly wrong; Sir Thomas's outnumbered army is trapped
between the devil and the deep blue sea, and on a March morning, at Barrosa, Richard Sharpe
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finds himself embroiled in one of the most desperate infantry struggles ever fought. Sir Thomas
has his own reasons for revenge, as does Sharpe, who goes into battle seeking the French
colonel who precipitated the disaster that stranded Sharpe in Cádiz. In a bloody and stirring
battle, Sharpe and the English get their revenge and their victory, but at a terrible cost. A
triumph of both historical and battle fiction, Sharpe's Fury will sweep both old and new Sharpe
fans into their hero's incredible adventures.
The newly promoted Captain Richard Sharpe clashes with an incompetent colonel, leads his
men in the battle of Talavera and earns himself a dangerous enemy.
At the height of the 1810 battle of Bussaco, captain Richard Sharpe finds himself separated
from his company and lured into a trap from which he must escape in order to rejoin the
conflict at the Lines of Torres Vedras and stop French invaders at Lisbon. By the author of
Sharpe's Havoc. 100,000 first printing.
Illustrated account examines the entire Napoleonic campaign in the Spanish peninsula, with
the battle at Albuera as the focus. Maps and color plates of soldiers.
The disastrous retreat and near disintegration of Sir John Moores army on the road to Corunna
in 1809 is traditionally regarded as the low point in the history of the British intervention in the
Peninsular War. Yet under the Duke of Wellington, the British and their allies suffered defeats
and retreats that tend to be overshadowed by the series of victories that eventually drove the
French from Portugal and Spain. None of these setbacks was graver than the retreat that
followed the disastrous failure of the siege of Burgos in 1812. It is this, less than glorious,
phase of the Peninsular campaign that is the subject of Carole Divalls latest study of the British
army of the Napoleonic Wars.By reconstructing events in close detail, and by bringing together
[many] primary sources, she gives a vivid account of what happened and why. Wellington
himself recognized the mistakes and miscalculations that led to the potentially catastrophic
situation in which he placed his men. He described it as his worst scrape. Yet most of the
letters, journals and memoirs that have survived praise the skill with which he saved Britain's
only army from disaster. Carole Divall weaves together Wellingtons dispatches with the
eyewitness testimony left by British and Portuguese officers and men, by civilians, and by the
French. A fascinating, multi-layered impression emerges of the siege of Burgos itself and the
sequence of maneuvers that preceded it. She describes in authentic detail the tense decisionmaking and the misjudgments that were made on the allied side and the headlong retreat that
followed as the British fled from two French armies that threatened to trap and destroy
them.Carole Divalls in-depth study of a pivotal and neglected episode in the Peninsular War
gives a fascinating insight into the character of the fighting, at every level, and into the
strengths and weaknesses of Wellingtons command.
The storming of Badajoz was an epic action which involved Wellington's infantry in some of the
most savage hand-to hand fighting of the whole Peninsular War. At appalling cost in a
nightmare assault during the night of the 6 April 1812, Wellington's soldiers hacked their way
over the bodies of their dead and wounded and through the huge medieval walls of the town.
These were held with great tenacity, skill and courage by a resolute French and German
garrison. Having stormed the town the battle-crazed army went berserk and the horrors of the
sacking which followed, as much as the sublime courage of the attackers, have passed into
legend.

An up-from-the-ranks officer in Wellington's army determines to capture one of the
golden eagles possessed by each of Napoleon's battalions, his private revenge and a
small part of the panorama of the epochal Battle of Waterloo.
There has been a major upheaval at Mount Weather. The president has been
assassinated. Her running mate, who was her husband, is sworn in as president in
order to preserve democracy, but in only a short time his behavior has put the Mount
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Weather community in a state of turmoil. If that wasn't bad enough, Chinese soldiers
have been discovered on American soil and the zeds, already an ever present danger,
are continuing to show signs of cognition and teamwork. The motives of both are
unknown but do not bode well for the survivors.
"The greatest writer of historical adventures today." —Washington Post Critically
acclaimed, perennial New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell (Agincourt,
The Fort, the Saxon Tales) makes real history come alive in his breathtaking historical
fiction. Praised as "the direct heir to Patrick O'Brian" (Agincourt, The Fort), Cornwell has
brilliantly captured the fury, chaos, and excitement of battle as few writers have ever
done—perhaps most vividly in his phenomenally popular novels following the illustrious
military career of British Army officer Richard Sharpe during the late 18th and early 19th
centuries. In Sharpe's Triumph, Sharpe's hunt for a traitorous renegade British officer
leads the courageous young sergeant straight into the fires and madness of India's
Battle of Assaye in September 1803. Perhaps the San Francisco Chronicle said it best:
"If only all history lessons could be as vibrant."
By the winter of 1810-11, the armies of Napoleon had overrun most of Spain and
Joseph Bonaparte sat on the throne in Madrid. But the Spanish Government had found
refuge in the fortress-port of Cadiz and the Spaniards refused to admit that they had
been conquered. With a British army under Sir Thomas Graham helping to defend
Cadiz, the Spanish cause seemed certain to prevail. But then the Spaniards wanted to
throw Grahams force into a reckless battle against the French. If the battle was won,
the siege of Cadiz would be lifted; if the battle was lost Cadiz would be rendered
defenseless and the Spanish government left at the mercy of the invaders. The
opposing forces met on the heights of Barossa in one of the most savage encounters of
the Peninsular War. At stake was the very survival of the Spanish nation and the future
course of the war against Napoleon. The Battle of Barossa 1811 is the first book to
examine this crucial campaign in detail and to reveal its true historical importance.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with
text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
By July 1807, following his spectacular victories over Austria, Prussia and Russia,
Napoleon dominated most of Europe. The only significant gap in his continental system
was the Iberian Peninsula. He therefore begun a series of diplomatic and military
moves aimed at forcing Spain and Portugal to toe the line, leading to a popular uprising
against the French and the outbreak of war in May 1808. Napoleon considered the war
in the Peninsula, which he ruefully called 'The Spanish Ulcer', so insignificant that he
rarely bothered to bring to it his military genius, relying on his marshals instead, and
simultaneously launching his disastrous Russian campaign of 1812. Yet the war was to
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end with total defeat for the French. In late 1813 Wellington's army crossed the
Pyrenees into the mainland of France. This is the first major military history of the war
for half a century. Combining scholarship with a vivid narrative, it reveals a war of
unexpected savagery, of carnage at times so great as to be comparable to the First
World War. But it was also a guerilla war, fought on beautiful but difficult terrain, where
problems of supply loomed large. The British Navy, dominant at sea after Trafalgar,
was able to provide crucial support to the hard-pressed, ill-equipped and often
outnumbered forces fighting the French. Dr Gates' history can claim to be the first to
provide a serious assessment of the opposing generals and their troops, as well as
analysing in detail the social and political background. The Peninsular war is particularly
rich in varied and remarkable campaigns, and his book will fascinate all those who
enjoy reading military history.
The British Army's neglected disaster of the Napoleonic wars For many students of the
Napoleonic Age the war in the Iberian Peninsula, which came to an end with the defeat
and abdication of the emperor in 1814, was followed by Wellington's final victory over
Napoleon in his attempt to restore his power at Waterloo in 1815. However, this was
not a time of seamless victories for the British Army. The British general, Sir Thomas
Graham had proved himself to be a courageous and able commander during the
Peninsular War, notably in 1811 at the Battle of Barrosa in southern Spain where,
outnumbered by the French force and abandoned by his Spanish allies, he
nevertheless achieved a decisive victory. Though by 1814 he believed himself done
with soldiering, Graham was reluctantly once again commanding British troops in the
Low Countries where, among other duties, it fell to him to take by storm the French
occupied, walled city of Bergen-op-Zoom. Although Graham's battle plan has been
acknowledged as fundamentally sound, the outcome of the assault on Bergen-op-Zoom
was a catastrophic defeat at the hands of the French garrison. Perhaps predictably,
little historical attention has been given to this debacle, though its details are
fascinating. This special Leonaur volume has been created by drawing together the
detailed eye-witness accounts of a participating soldier and of Sir Thomas Graham,
together with the writings of highly regarded historical researchers, including officers of
the Intelligence service and the acknowledged authority on siege-craft of the period.
Included are essential maps and illustrations not all of which accompany the texts when
first published. Leonaur editions are newly typeset and are not facsimiles; each title is
available in softcover and hardback with dustjacket; our hardbacks are cloth bound and
feature gold foil lettering on their spines and fabric head and tail bands.
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